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Tel.: Emberbrook 1078 (3 lines)
Alternative Turn-round Points at Reading and Brinklow (near Coventry)

防 have been appointed Sole Booking Agents for other Cruisers Operating on

the Thames and the Canals from Kingston, Tardebigge and Bunbury, and also

on the lovely River Shannon in Ireland.

Our own fleet of 60 craft cruise on the Upper Thames, Oxford, Grand Union,
Wey Navigation, Coventry, Trent & Mersey and other Canals
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Foam rubber mattress.

Refrigerators. Gas cookers with ovens,
Running hot water systems.

“Kepkold cold boxes.
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Obtainable for |'- post free from our head office.

LONDON'S CANAL
by
HERBERT
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A history of the famous Regent's Canal with 26 plans
and drawings from original sources and 27 new, and
hitherto unpublished. photographs of the Canal asit is

today.
Available from any bookseller at 30s
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CHAIRMAN'S

NOTES

INSTEAD of the notes I usually write for this column, I thought Members mightlike to see the following
two letters, the first written, of course, on Members” behalf; at the time
of going to press there

has been no further development in the correspondence.

“ Adelina,”

‘Woodham Lock,

West Byfleet,

Surrey.
21st September, 1961.

E. Marples, Esq., P.C., M.P.,
33, Eccleston Street.

London, S.W.1.

Dear Mr. Marples.

In coming to any conclusions you will no doubt draw your inspiration from

the Report of the
inland waterways, the problems that beset them, and how best to legislate
so that they may become a
viable part of the nation’s transport network.

In coming to any conclusions you will no doubt draw you inspiration from the Report of the

Bowes Committee set up by your predecessor to examine the situation.

The views of

our Association
were made known to that Committee and 1 think it is true to say that
almost all our opinions were
concurred with by them.
Indeed, half the Committee went so far as to advocate removing
the

waterways fromthe control of the Transport Commision; a recommendation T believe you are going to

accept.

Could 1, perhaps, reiterate our opinions about the waterways simply by quoting one example of
traffic revival, in this case to the town of Aylesbury, the scene this August
Rally of
Boats. As recently as 1955 the canal to Aylesbury—a narrow, heavily-locked ofarmourof National
the Grand Union
Canal—was officially listed as being incapable
of
further
utilisation
and
noteworthy
only for having
free a large space suitable for turing into a car
As a result of our Association's representationskept
the
Arm was cleaned out and the locks repaired, withpark.
the
result
that
today
carries a substantial commercial
traffic and a flourishing hire cruiser firm is operating from the basin init the
centre. Along an arm
which was nearly derelict, if traffic is maintained at the present rate, sometown
2.000 tons per annum of
goods will be passing.

This, we feel, could happen to waterways all over the country, and with hardly any increase in
maintenance costs, simply by more efficient manageme
The traffic was potentially there, but the only
solution thought of by British Waterways was to closent.down
the Arm, thus encouraging still furtherthe
use of road transport. I need hardly add that your proposed
legislation, should it assist the waterways
and encourage their re-use, will earn for you the heart-felt gratitude
not only of those who are Members
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of our Association but also the public at large, particularly motoring fraternity. We have foundvery
strong support in our campaigning from such bodies as the the
R.A.C. and A.A. who believe, with us, that
encouraging
traffic to be removed fromthe roads is one of the finest ways of alleviating the problems of

road congestion,

Do not forget that the waterways are there, maintained (more or less) by Statute and only waiting
for a stroke of the pen to cause them to become busy with cargo-carrying
once again. The simple
step required is the replacement of tolls by an annual licence. As traffic iscraft
being driven away from the
canals the short-term loss in revenue would be very smalllittle more
than £100,000 per annum. But
a vastly increased number of commercial craft would soon make
the deficit, Is it right, for example,
that a coal trader(here I quote an actual example) should, for theup privilege
of going 20 miles twice a
week with 45 tons of coal, have to pay of the order of £650 per
in tolls? Our waterways are
under-utilised, and this simple action could do more than anythingannum
else to encourage their use,
Should you wish for any further information concerning the Association's contentions, please
let me know.

Yours sincerely,
D. W. HORSFALL,
Chairman,
London and Home Counties Branch.

From the Minister,
St. Christopher House,
Southwark Street,
4th October, 1961.

Dear Mr. Horsfall,

That you for your letter of 21st September about the Inland - Waterways.
It is true that the Government have decided to establish an independent undertaking to control

the nationalised inland waterways.

This decision was announced last December in the Government's

White Paper on the Reorganisation of the Nationalised Transport Undertakings (Command 1248).

legislation required to carry the White Paper's proposals into effect will be introduced as soonThe
as
possible.
As the White Paper also mentions, the Inland Waterways Authority may have to be given

special financial aid in its initial years to enable it to balance its accounts.

In that case it will

in fact
be a burden on the taxpayer. Iam therefore very much concerned with the possibility of making
the
undertaking

viable. Such development as the revival of traffic on the Aylesbury Arm will be watched
with interest in this connection; at present this waterway is still operating at a substantial loss. Before

any measures are adopted which could increase the already heavy burden on the public purse represented

by the waterways, the benefits that would result will have to be very carefully assessed.

The possible effects of increased waterway traffic on
congestion were carefully examined by
the Bowes Committee. The Committee (in paragraph 86 of road
its Report) described as “ over-optimistic ”
the suggestion (hat a diversion of heavy commercial traffic to re-vitalised inland waterways would greatly
diminish congestion on the roads.
1 am grateful for your offer to supply further information and will bear it in mind.
Sincerely,
ERNEST MARPLES.

D. W. HORSFALL, Esq.,

Chairman,
London and Home Counties Branch.
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RAILWAYS FROM CANALS

With the present dayinterest in the development of road and air transport at the expense of
the railwaysit seems appropriate to see howtherailways beat inland navigation into submission. The
story of the take over and close is a well known one.” A lesser known chapter dealswith those canals
which were converted physically into railways. In this series 1 hope to examine, one by one, those
als whichfor some reason or other joined the railway bandwagon.
Many were unsuccessful ascanals and still unsuccessful as railways. Some were successful canals
that could not cope with the volume of traffic offered them, and others, doomed as canals, became
main line railways. Most of these canals were built late, some in fact were opened afterthe railways
had got a firm foothold. Theyproved themselves expensive to build and although the ideas behind
them were sound, financial difficulties brought them to their knees.
Let us hope that common sense prevails today and thar the rails to roads idea does not catch on.
Thefirst article in this series deals with the Thames and Medway Canal, later the Gravesend &
Rochester Railway.
a
was opened from end to end. The tunnel, when
ENNS e
TND MEDWEY CANAL
HIS story started in 1799 when a canal to link

of 35 fect and a width of 26; fect. A towpath

the Thames and Medway rivers was proposed
by Ralph Dodd, a champion of canals al the
time. A first estimate for a six mile canal we:
25,000.

Was provided, five fect wide, and the depth of
the canal itself waseight fect
;
Even after the opening trouble was still experienced. Originally a passing place in the tunnel

miles long, from Gravesend to Frindsbury, near
Stroud, with a 2} mile long tunnel through the
chalk ridge. This was the navigation's eventual

this was never built due (0 the expense. However,
after a short time of operation this was found to
be essential and so the tunnel was opened out

raise a further £20,000. Dodd began cutting the

result was two tunnels, 1530 and 2329 yards long

ning of 1802 the four miles from Gravesend to

Higham were completed. At this point the
intended tunnel was to start, Another engineer,
Ralph Walker, was called in to advise and
reported that the tunnel could be avoided by
going round the hills at a cost of £1000,000. On

was also experienced from sea water getting into

hearing this many sharcholders abandoned their

shares. At the same time John Phillips, the canal

and, although barges of 60 tons could pass

through, it was obvious from the start that most

was planned, 200 feet long and SO feet wide, but

In 1800 an Act was nassed for a canal, nine

salvation.

Capital vas £40.000 with powers to

from above to enable the barges to pass.

line with Rennie as consultant, and by the begin-

with a 50 yard gap in between them.

The

Trouble

private wellswhich had already been lowered at
the company’s expense due to thelowering of the
This led to much
water table by ‚the tunnel.
money being paid out in compensation.
Thetotal cost of the canal was some £3000,000,

historian,
thattobarges
could navigate
round the pointed
Isle of out
Grain
the Medway
on the
same didenthatr(hey wouléshave/toüsesiofenter
ec deallerewas

of
camefrom
the could
basins dock.
at either
end theandrevenue
where coasting
vessels
By
1842 no interest had been paid on the shares and
thoughts of using the tunnel for a railway were

cheaper and, with the later introduction of steam

already gaining ground.

power it was sure to become as quick if not
quicker. However, the deviation was nuthorised,
but no moneycould be found to carry it out, and
in 1810 vet another route was authorised by Act
of Parliament. Still nothing was done and it was
not until 1818 that a fourth Act enabled the
raising of money for the original tunnel, and.
with William Clark as engineer, work began.
Tunnelling was from both ends and nine
shafts. This proved quite dangerous in the
treacherous chalk and reported acts of sabotage
are also said to have contributed to the number

The navigation's salvation arrived with the railway mania and the company decided to turn
themselves into a railway without parliamentary
sanction. This they did, and built the Gravesend and Rochester Railway alongside the canal
as far as Higham, while in the tunnel a single
line of track was laid,
partly on the towpath
and partly on supports in the canal bed. The
railway was not connected to any other, but
passengers could now get to Rochester by water
and rail quicker than by water alone. It was
opened on the 10th February, 1845. In the same

and in 1824 vel another Act was passed through

£170,000 to be raised to pay for the railway (the

of injuries. In 1823 when the tunnel was half
ted, several shareholders were petitioning
to come forward and help with finance,

year an Act was obtained to close the canal
between Higham and Frindsbury and make short
railway extensions at either end. It also enabled

Parliament authorising the raising of still morc
money. At long last, after 24 years, the canal

company was already
debt to the tune of
£85.000) and a further £56,000 on mortgage. On
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the 15th November, 1845, the section through the
tunnel was closed after a life, as a canal, of 21

COLLECTOR'S COLUMN

A real gem came my way a short while ago,

years.

and the temptation to describe it is too strong.

The bookis called, not very inspiringly, “ Industry

At the same time the South Eastern Railway
possible

Tlustrated * butit is a Memoir of Thomas Jackson,
printed for private circulation only, in 1884.

latter, seeing the usefulness of theirs to the South

amongst other undertakings, the Tame Valley

was expanding, and in 1844 it was enquiring of

the

Gravesend

and

Rochester

as

to

Jackson was concerned with the building of,

disposal of the line to the former company. The

Canal, the Brewood cutting of the Liverpool and

Eastern’s wider schemes were obviously willing.
The South Eastern demanded a double track and
satisfactory arrangements for working the line

Birmingham Canal, and, his greatest undertaking,

the restoration of the Caledonian Canal.
This little book, which must be fairly scarce,

and to this the Gravesend and Rochester readily
agreed, going to Parliament the following session.

contains 40 plates, and maps, many of them of

Jackson's canal undertakings. Thomas Jackson
was born at King's Norton, and at about cight

A year later the SE.R. bought the line for an
eventual total of £325,000, 10% in cash and the
rest in 33% railway sha
The canal was then
filled in from Higham to Frindsbury and a double
track was laid through the tunnel. The improved
line was opened on the 23rd August, 1847. This
is.now part of the North Kent line and joins the
rest of the S.E.R. system just east of Gravesend
The Gravesend and Rochester turned over to the
SE.R. a total of four locomotives.
Three of
these were Stephenson engines, two 2-4-0's and
one single. The other locomotive was built by
Fossick & Hackworth and was originally named
“Van Tromp.” What type it was is doubtful.
These four became numbers 113-116 in the S.E.R.
list.

years old was put to work on the canal, leading
the horse along the towpath all day, and sleeping

in a leaking cabin at night. When he was about
cighteen years old he walked 60 miles to Market

Drayton (o apply to be one of the sub-contractors

working on the canal there, and this was the start
of his carcer.

after when Mr. Watt, son of James Wall, who
had known Jackson as a boy, remarked when

inspecting the Tame Valley Canal, “Tom knew

how to puddle, and had once stopped all the
leaks in one of his embankments with nothing

but loam.” For those interested, here are full
bibliographical details.
Industry Illustrated; A Memoir of Thomas

When in 1861 the East Kent Railway completed

Jackson, of Eltham Park. Kent. Showing what
he did, how he did it and what he became.
London Printed for Private Circulation only.
1884. 40 plates, some folding, 109 pp. Full
brown morocco, all edges gilt, elaborately tooled
in gilt and black, raised bands on spine.
If any reader of “The Windlass” has a copy
1 should like to hear from them, or indeed from
anyone with interesting or unusual canal books
prints, boat-wear, or any other “ collector’s items
for this column.

its line from Stroud to Dover, through trains

began to use the North Kent line. This later
ceased when the East Kent turned itself into
the London, Chatham and Dover and built its
own line to the Metropolis. Traffic on the line

was augmented in the 1880s after the opening of
(see Trains Illustrated, of February 1954).
the Hundred of Hoo Railway and Port Victoria

Electrification of the linc along with others in
the area was completed in 1939 and today electric
expresses for the Kent coast pass through a
tunnel which originally took horse drawn barges.
This must surely be onc of the oldest tunnels on
British railways and it says something for the
builders that it still carries a heavy main linc
traffic.

Of the canal remaining, the section between
Higham and Gravesend was abandoned by the
Southern Railway in 1934, and the only parts
left today are the two basins at Gravesend and
Frindesbury, the former of which is nowbadly
silted and only usable at certain states of the
tide. Both would be much appreciated byyachtsmen as a marina, and this would bring in a bit
more for the B.T.C's, finances.

É

J. D. CRANFIELD.

He learned the art of making

good puddle at a verytender age, and some years
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LEE & STORT HIRE CRUISERS
HALLINGBURY MILL
near BISHOPS STORTFORD
Slipway and
surroundings

Moorings in lovely
29 miles London

40-seat Day Cruiser for Charter

\

\

2/3/4 berth Cruisers for your holiday on the Rivers Stort and Lee |
Brochure 6d. from:
/
55, SCARBOROUGH DRIVE
/
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AROUND THE WATERWAYS

locks below Rushes can be operated six times.

RIVER MEDWAY

The lock handle scheme ended for this season

on October 15th, and the Kent River Board are
now carrying out a programme of repairs down
the river. The pounds between Eldridge’s and
Oak Weir Locks have been drained and, among

At present the commercial traffic uses only 4,000

gallons a day as during the week one barge per

day makes the round trip. On that basis there is
room for an expansion oftraffic, either commercial

or pleasure to use the locks a further five times

and heavy wooden sluices. The pounds at Ton-

a day. Above Rushes Lock there would, of
course, be no shortage of water. The Branch
has already stated its views on pleasure traffic

An interesting repair job has recently been

say that in view of the water shortage in the arca

old bridge consists of a wooden roadwaysupported

unused “navigation water to be used for other

other things, a new sluice is being installed beside
Oak Weir Lock.

This replaces some very old

bridge and Fast Farleigh have also been drained
for short periods.

carried out on the Kettle Bridge at Barming. This

by wooden posts driven into the river. These
wooden posts with their cross members have been
encased with concrete. Moulds were constructed

round each post, forced down to the river bed,
and then the intervening space filled with concrete.

Thus the roadway is now supported on hollow

concrete pillars in the middle of which are the

(The Windlass, June 1961) and no further obser-

vations need be made on this aspect, except to

there is likely to be an increasing demand for any

purposes and it would appear desirable for traffic

to be expanded to use the available water.
In this connection it is interesting to note that
the Essex Farmers Union held a meeting with

the

discuss

Essex River Board during the summer to

the future of the Chelmer and Blackwater

Navigation.

Farmers today arc of course in-

interested in

resulted in a considerable saving of cost over a

creasingly
irrigation.

original bridge has been preserved.

LEE & STORT

original wooden posts.

This method must have

new bridge, and the pleasant outline of the

Tt has just been announced in the local press

the

use

of water for

J. E. MARRIAGE.

that the Castle Hotel at Tonbridge is to be

WARE REGATTA. On September 16th, there
were between 20 and 30 entries for the various

permanent

sunny day with a sharp enough breeze to help

demolished and the site redeveloped. This waterside hotel has a landing stage which is sometimes.

used by visiting boats and provides

moorings for several cruisers.
Sub-Committee have written
Urban Council pointing out
this landing stage, and asking

The River Medway
to the Tonbridge
the usefulness of
that it be retained

in any redevelopment plans that the Council
passes.
DEREK SALMON.

CHELMER & BLACKWATER

eventsfor canoes and dinghies, and a fair number
of the general public came to watch on a bright

the Lea Valley Sailing Club in its demonstration

of how to capsize and enjoy it. Well organized
and timed, there was seldom a moment when

there was nothing to watch; the pitched battle

organized by Hoddeson Toc H entitled “ Redskins
Revenge ” with bags of flour for missiles aroused

the partizanship of the spectators.

It was a

pleasure to see large numbers of youngsters
enjoying themselves in such a way, tryingto knock

NAVIGATION
The Hydrological Survey for
Essex Rivers has
recently been issued by the Ministry of Housing

of flour rather than idling in the streets looking
for unlocked cars in which to go joy riding! The

demand for water in the area by expanding

their ease’ of transportation.

and Local Government.
The report states that owing to the increasing

industry, population,and irrigation, by 1980 there

will be a shortage of water and that for future
needs the arca will have to look elsewhere for
further supplies. It is interesting to note that in
the detailed section dealing with the River
Chelmer it is stated that after abstraction at
Rushes Lock (7 miles from Chelmsford and
Maldon) the minimum acceptable flow is %

million gallons per day which is considered ade.

quate by the authors of the report for the needs
of navigation.
This works out, on a basis of 4,000 gallons of

water per lock (which is slightly high) that the

cach other into the water with well aimed bags

sailing demonstration by the tiny craft showed
how handy theyare in a restricted waterway, and

Another attraction

of the afternoon was the boat trips organized for

the spectators to the next lock.
RIVER LEA TRIP
On

EDITOR.

September 23rd, 40 Members and their

friends navigated from Ponders End to Hertford

on board Mr. Wilkinson's hire craft “ Adventuress.” September is hardly a month in which

the beauties of most river valleys are at their

height and, in any case, most people think of
the River Lea as being entirely industrialised. As

it was, a faint mist obscured the more gloomy

parts of the navigation and lent enchantment to
the rural reaches, the latter being more numerous
and extended than had, perhaps, been realised.
|

RIVER STOUR NAVIGATION

designer of the Lea, and for that matter the
Stort locks, must surely have had a profound
dislike of boats and boatmen; that seems to be

The annual inspection of the lower River Stour
was made on Saturday, October 14th, and the
following changes were noticed:—
BRANTHAM LOCK. The hole which was first
noticed several years ago behind the wall of the
chamber continties to grow in size. If not checked
within the next year it appears likely to extend
into the upper pound thereby causing the water
to drain through.
FLATFORD LOCK. No change. The lower
gates arc still blocked by timber placed across
by the Essex River Board. The pound between
this lock and the next has been dredged by the
Board during the summer.
DEDHAM LOCK. No change.
STRATFORD ST, MARY LOCK. No change.
The inspection bodt was however able to proceed
right up to the tail of the lock. Previously this

have no balance beams; occasionally the upper
gates arc similarly devoid of these useful backrests. The correct procedure appears to be to

Portages were made round the locks.

Members were impressed by the large number
of commercial craft on the waterway, especially
on the lower stretches but extending in quite

large numbers upstreamas far as Ware. In view

of this it is surprising that little effort seems to

have been made to reduce the hazards of working

the locks.

A great deal of publicity has been

given to the costly mechanisation of the lacks
from Ponders End southwards; could not a little

capital be diverted to making those on the upper

part of, the navigation at least as easy to work

as those found on other waterways dating from,

say, a couple of hundred years ago?

The

the only explanation for such a weird method of
construction, Almost invariably the lower gates
embrace the paddle gear, put one foot on the

gate and do the splits!

Leaping onto either

gate or lock side just in time to avoid a catas-

trophe, Why, oh why, couldn't balance beams

be fitted?

Bridges placed so as to prevent normal

balance beams operating seem to have been speci-

ficallv designed to make installation difficult, but

surely angled beams could be contrived. Indeed,

one of these does already exist.

(Editor; see also

Mr. Hare's comments on another page.)

Ware, the limit of commercial navigation at

present, presented a most attractive scene, with a
huge, wooden warehouse, antique but brightly
painted, dominating the wharf. In Hertford the
most surprising aspect was the number of ornate
(but generally rather dilapidated) bow-windowed

gazebos jutting over the Canal—interesting garden

adornments and beautifiers of the waterway when
not ill-kempt. The citizens of Hertford do not
seem to realise what a treasure they possess in
their waterway, winding most attractively as it

does through the town and providing a unique

amenity, being connected, as it is, with the rest
of Britain's inland navigation, unlike, for example.
the town of Bedford where, though the well used
river is bigger, it is an isolated navigation.

We did, in fact, cruise to the very head of the
navigation in Hertford, terminating at the mooring
used bythe local sea scouts for their dinghies.
A most enjoyable trip! Many thanks to Mr.

Burgess for having organised it, and to Mr.
Wilkinson for his provision of a comfortable.
commodious craft.
D.W.H.

has been blocked by weed.

The inspection was as usual held by dinghy,
complete with outboard engine, kindly loaned by
Mr Smeeth, a member of the Action Committee.

The Action Committee held a meeting following
and the following was decided : —
1. The Committee would organise a rally on
the river, starting from Langford and ending at
the inspection at the Thatched Cottage Flatford

Brantham, for canoes and other light craft. This
would be held in September, 1962. This should
give valuable publicity to the cause. Chelmsford

Boating Club have guaranteed to support this
2. The Committee is to prepare a canoeists
guide to the waterway. This guide will give
details of obstructions, portages, places of interest, etc.
3. The following action is to be taken as
regards the locks:—
BRANTHAM LOCK. Mr. Riggs of the Action
Committee has informed the River Board of the
dangerof the water bye-passing the lock through
the enlarged hole and has requested themto repair
event with a number of canoes.

it.

FLATFORD LOCK. Mr. Smeeth of the Action
Committee has volunteered on behalf of the Committee to restore this lock to working order this

winter bythe carrying out of repairs to the gates.

DEDHAM LOCK. Mr. Smeeth also hopes to
“flush through” this lock during the winter
months so as to remove the silt from the chamber.

This action should enable the lock to be operated.

With the departure of Major Grundy, the

Committee is now short of a committee member;

a replacement is required, also in view of the

increasing activities of the committee more
members arc: required. Persons. willing to help
should contact Mr. I Cane, “La Retraite.”

Colchester Road, Alresford, Nr. Colchester, Essex.
J. E. MARRIAGE.

GRAND

UNION

Believeit or not but some Canals are actually

being improved! On a recent visit to the Grand
Union Canal in the Brentford Area several major

than this is also limited.

Incidentally it is no

good shallow draught craft arriving earlier and

hoping to pass the lock, as the keeper is only on

improvements to the waterway were noticed.

duty three hours before and after high tide.
Although a shift system is worked at local 101

large mechanised lock capable of passing 135 ton

tide.) Again one wonders why it was not possible

At Thames Lock No.

101

a completely new

craft, has been constructed alongside the original

entrance lock. To make room for this innovation
the lock keepers House had to be demolished and
a road bridge crossing just the tail of the lock,
and leading to a nearby Railway Goods Yard, has

had to be temporarily resited a few yards further
The original

downstream.

lock

is now being

demolished prior to its enlargement and mechanisa-

tion.

One ofthe pair of locks at Brentford Guaging

Lock No. 100 has also been enlarged and both
locks have been mechanised. The passage of

craft at this point is now controlled by sets of

traflic lights.

Brentford Dock seemed as busy as

usual and several pairs of British Waterways

and Willow Wren boats were loading timber. A
new warehouse has been completed and this
right over the canal to facilitate loading
extends

(but not at lock 100) to take advantage of every

to have lowered the cill three or four feet and to
have dredged the channel to the Thames to allow
entry to or exit from the lock at any state of the
tide. There may be a reason but I have been
unable to find it out, unless it is that most barge
traffic is worked up to Brentford from the docks
on the flood tide and there is no requirement for

opening the lock at other times. Pleasure craft,
however, are not so dependent on the tide and
case mainly approach the canal from upin any

stream and would therefore tend to arrive on the
ebb, just as the lock closes.

As a result of the

restricted opening of lock 101 it is often very

difficult for pleasure craft to get in and out with

the mass of barges waiting to go through, The
duplication and mechanisation of the lock will

help, but one cannot help wondering whether the

sparsity of commercial traffic to Bulls Bridge

and unloading.

could not have been augmented by more pleasure

practically continuous piling all the way up to
Bulls Bridge Depot. Along this stretch, though,

or to the delightful country between Uxbridge

Above Brentford a large amount of bank proried out and there is
tection work has been

the general sparsity of traffic was most apparent,
but à barge was noted on the move along the
private arm of the canal which leads to the

Quaker Oats factory at Southall.

Bulls Bridge depot seemed as usual to be

packed with idle narrow boats including no less

than ten of the new “River” class bulty boats.

A. H. FAULKNER.
The dimensions of the new locks 100 and 101
are now 85ft. from the lower cill to the mitre of
With a beam of 18ft. 6ins.; these
the top gates.

will pass barges of 135-150 tons, although barge
“Legacy” came up recently with 175 tons of
cocoa beans, but this was exceptional. One

wonders why 18ft. 6ins. was chosen as the beam

when surelyvery little additional expenditure was

required to give a beam of 22ft. 6ins. which
would have allowed the larger Thames lighters
of “punts” to reach the Brentford warchouses
for unloading or transhipment with a consequent

reduction in the cost per ton.

The two new Thames tide locks (No. 101) will

be very welcome as there has often been considerable congestion in getting craft into and out
of the Canal as one can usually only pass this

lock from 24 hours before to 23 hours after high
water at Brentford. The depth on the cill at low

water is usually about 1ft. to 1ft. 6ins. depending
on the tide.

Depth

of water in the channel

leading to the Thames, although usually greater
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craft going up the canal either to Paddington and
London (if more mooring facilities were available)

and Rickmansworth and to the Chiltern Hills
beyond, if entry and exit to and from the
Thames could have been made easier.
OST.

BASINGSTOKE CANAL

It is reported that pumping equipmentis in the
course of being installed for Woking pound to
ensure more water for lockage. Prompt action
was taken by the Basingstoke Canal Company in

getting the fire brigade to pump water up after
malicious damage had been done to paddles.
Some leakage is occurring due to rupture of the

puddle allowing water to seep through into the

sand.

The company arc using Fluresin to trace

the leak so that repuddling can be carried out.
When Mr. Baldey's wide boat “ Tuba ” left. the

canal recently considerable delay was caused by
the gates not opening right back because of an
accumulation ofsilt.

This will prove a blessing

in disguise, as it has shown the maintenance staff
one of the trouble spots which will need to be
cleared. Wide boats coming to the Woking Rally

next year will not experience the same difficulty.
EDITOR.

RIVER THAMES

The Thames Conservaney report that Godstow
Lock will be closed for repairs December 4th-8th,
inclusive. Day's Lock will be closed for the same
reason, January Ist to 15th, inclusive.

by
with locks slightly larger than usual, 80ft. The

REGENT'S CANAL

14fl. 6ins. and an official depth of 4ft. 6ins.
twelve locks were all built as, and are still operated in pairs; an arrangement that both speeds the

On Sunday, October 15th, the Branch completed

a successful season of summer boat trips when

sage of craft and saves water, one lock serving

over 60 people made a tour of the Regent's
Canal in the narrow boat “ Jason.” Tour is the

as a side pond to the other. This arrangement
was, and at times is still believed to be, essential

only
appropriate word as the trip covered not
Hertford

in view of the rather complicated arrangements
of the original Grand Junction Canal Act which

the Regent's Canal itself but also the
Union, the River Lee, the River Thames and the
Regent's Canal Dock.

the free use of water for lockage from

prohil

the River Colne below Uxbridge.

British Waterways made special arrangements
(for which we paid) to have the necessary locks)
opened for us (they are usually closed on Sundays

Although the trip officially started at Mile End.

Claire Johnstone and I were able to join John
James and his crew al Camden Town. Saturday
had been a fine autumn day but at 8 a.m. on the

and they are to be congratulated on the smooth

n was
passage they gave us. The only exceptio
half an hour's delay at the very end of the trip

Road
Sunday waiting for “Jason ” at Hamstead
Progress

lock keeper had had a puncture on his way down
the towpath to us, and although we had wind-

Locks we could see nothing but fog.
through Hawley and Kentish Town Locks was
“iow; it was almost impossible to see until nearly

locks ourselves. The branch believesit is essential
that the Regent's Canal should be open on

But “Jason” negotiated these. and
turns under the Kentish Town and Camden Road

tory both to British Waterways and
craft users, can be arrived at. As it was over
100 people booked for the trip, an indication of
the interest in the canal, and it is to be regretted
that British Waterways were unable to provide

Yacht Basin.

when we were stuck in Mile End Lock.

The

empty.
too late to stop, which lock of the pair was
the sharp

lasses with us we were told we must not work the

bridges to enter the lock opposite SL Pancras
Beyondthis the canal passes several
how
new housing estates and it was sad to see canal.

satisfacSundays and that arrangements for this, pleasure

little notice their designers had taken of the
A spacious view over the water, with trees and
benches where the people could sit, would surely
have been possible, instead of blank walls and

the additional boat for which they were asked.

ugly railings.

This meant that many members and their friends
had to be disappointed.
The Regent's Canal itself is short, only 84 miles
long, but it is one of the most important in the
country, as it provides the vital non tidal link
between the London docks and the River Lec at
one end Paddington and the main line of the
Grand Union Canal to the Midlands and the
Northat the other. In its short length it not only
brings water transport to the very heart of
London, but also provides examples of how a

A little over half a mile after leaving St.
"Pancras Locks we entered Islington Tunnel,
long, 17 feet wide at water level and
960 yds.
⑨ ft: high. The tunnel itself was quite clear of

opportunities have been lost or neglected. It is
to the resounding shame of London that John

busiest section of the canal, so that, to
from Bradshaw”... “the numerous wharves,

fog and we were able to sec muchof the attractive
wooded cutting on the far side which leads the

canal to City Road Locks. Here we were welcomed by the friendly and helpful lock keeper,

is

who

unfortunately to

retire

next

year.

Immediately below City Road Lock are the now
deserted City Road and Wenlock Basins and

canal may enhance and beautify a town through
which it passes; although here as clsewhere many

the
beyond them we passed onto what was oncequote

the
business premises and warehouses lining
nature of

Nash's fine example in incorporating a mile and

banks cause (it) to partake more of the

a half of the canal into his design for Regent's
Park has never been followed up. In fact all we
have done is to fill in during the war the § mile
long Cumberland Market Branch. This completed
half circle of the park, and terminated in a fine
basin a stone's throw from Euston station, after

an extended dock than of a waterway

*

forthrough

The fog was now lifting and on the

ight pounds between Sturts, Actons and Old
Ford Locks we made good time to be obstructed

only by two barges, cither drifting or moorcd

passing the picturesque Park Villages, East and
West.
The canal was begun in 1812, seven ycars after

across

the

canal.

These

were,

duly.

moved.

replaced after our passage and reported to the

next lock keeper.
“Jason” arrived at Mile End Lock just 15
minutes ahead of schedule, was neatly winded,

the completion of the Grand Junction, to provide
an alternative means of access to the lower
Thames, 16 miles downstream from the original
It was not finished
canal entry at Brentford.
until about 1823, and was thus one of the last
major canal links to be built. It is a wide canal,

and cmbarked her passengers, many of whom

remarked on how smart and freshly-painted she

looked although this was her last trip before the
winter, After half a mile we turned sharp right
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There is less than 100 yards on the Thames

into the Hertford Union or Sir George Duckett’s

Canal, as it was originally called. This is only

between the end of the Limehouse Cut and the

1% miles long, with three locks in the middle.
It was opened in 1824 à year after the Regent's to
provide a shorter way from Old Ford to the Lee
at Stratford Marsh. From now on John James
and our Branch Chairman David Horsfall alter-

entrance to the Regent's Canal Dock and those
of us who stayed on “ Jason ” had the experience

comment

almost to Tower Bridge and a mile downstream
to the West India Docks. Immediately opposite

of swinging gently with the tide for half an hour

until the dock gates opened at 4 p.m. This was
perhaps the most fascinating point of the whole

nated over “Jasons” public address system to
on

the

trip, prompted by the

reading confraternity on the cabin top.

trip. We were looking apout three miles upstream

map

This was

was the whole complex of the Surrey Commercial
Docks. Traffic on the riveris light on a Sunday
afternoon, but two ог three small pleasure
launches and one police launch passed, and they

the former mooring place of our Chairman's
converted narrow boat *Adelina.”

Opposite was

Victoria Park; this had not been planned to take
advantage of the canal, which borders it on two

sides.

At the first lock we saw the

may well have wondered at the sight of a narrow

sad remains

boat in such waters, although anyone who saw

of the dry dock, already described in The Windlass,” now half filled in. It is believed that there
is no other working dry dock nearer than

Brentford.

Ealing Studios film “ Painted Boats” will know

they indeed trade in tidal waters.

With Sunday opening of the canal

and a little initiative T firmly believe that this

We were to have entered the dock with a
mer from Holland, but she was delayed by
gales, and we entered (he large ship lock with a
small pleasure boat making her way up the canal
(althoughshe, like all other traffic must wait until
the locks opened on Monday). Before entering
the last (or first) canal lock, we cruised slowly
round the dock itself, an area of about {en acres,
with extensive warehouse accommodation, large
cranes and storage and transhipment area. After
passing under Commercial Road and through
three more locks we were back where we had
started, Mile End Lock.

dock could have been operated at a profit by
British Waterways.
Below the third Jock the Hertford Union joins
the River Lee Navigation and in + mile we arrived
at Old Ford (Lee) Lock. This lock and those at

Bow are now electrically operated and very quick
to go through. Immediately below Old Ford is

a junction with the old River Lee, which itself
connects with three more navigable and partly
tidal portions ofthe river, St. Thomas’ Mill Stream,
City Mill River and Waterworks River. The
main navigation channel is here known as Bow

Riv

It is joined above Bow Bridge by another

1 believe everyone found the trip both interesting and exciting, and would, I am sure join with
me in thanking John James for taking us on
“Jason,” our Chairman, and David Cooper for
making all the arrangements. The latter had the

navigable stream, St. Thomas’ Creek.

The sceneryall the way on the 13 miles of the

Lec was all industrial with many large timber

particularly unenviable task of refusing so many
people. Finally our thanks also to British Waterways for making the trip possible.

yards, and other wharves all with barges tied up

often two and three abreast, but the river is wide,
and there was always a clear channel.

Even if

the river banks were sometimes squalid or mean
the whole landscape

of

OST.

these ‘wide and busy

waterways is, in its own way, superb. As Bow

+

Locks themselves were finally reached and the
tidal Bow Creek beyond came into sight, the

・

・

whole panorama of fall buildings, boats, barges,

THANK YOU, ROY MACK

water gleaming in the first rays of the sun can

in the press, the Chairman and Committee of the
Branch accepted with sorrow and reluctance the
resignation of Roy Mack from the position of

locks, and beyond and below the muddy tidal

While the last issue of “The Windlass” was

only be described as both impressive and rare.

Honorary Secretary.

After a pause for refreshments and a look
around we turned into the Limehouse Cut, 1}
miles long, and at its end we went through the
tidal lock into the Thames. We arrived at about
half tide, and dropped down, but at high tide the

mittee would like to

The Chairman and Comtake the opportunity

of

expressing, in (he pages of the Branch Journal,

their appreciative thanks and deep gratitude for

the admirable work Mr. Mack has done during his
term of office. He will be missed by all.

water flows up the way we had come from Lime-

house to the tail of Old Ford Lock. This cut
must therefore be a rare example of a tidal canal.
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From the Honorary Secretary
The position on the Great Ouse is a difficult
one as the navigation belongs to the River Board,
who are purely a drainage concern and have no
powers to deal with navigation anyway. Most of
the river is in fact navigäble and is very popular
with boaters but the Board are unable to charge
tolls for boating and the boat-owners have no
rights on the river at all. A highly unsatisfactory
situation!
The Great Ouse Restoration Society
are pressing for the River Board to take conservancy powers for the river and to charge tolls,
or preferably licenses, for boatowners. Tl
would give the latter some legal standing. The
money from the tolls would be spent on improving
the navigation and re-opening the remaining locks
to Bedford. At present the River Board receive
no income fromnavigation on the Ouse and the
upkeepof the locks and etc., has to be subsidised
fromother activities. This problem of the conservancy is one of the questions the LW.R.A.C.
are at present studying and their decision is
expected shortly.
The Society urgently needs more members, and
contributions to build up its * Restoration Fund.”
Many LW.A. members already belong to the
Society and if you are interested and would like
to help in this work, please write for details of
membership to:— The Honorary Secretary, Great
Ouse Restoration Society, 196, Foster Hill Road.
Bedford.

GREAT OUSE RESTORATION
SOCIETY
THE Great Ouse Restoration Society was formed
in 1951 to work for the re-opening of the
ten miles of derelict river that separated the town
of Bedford from the rest of the Fenland water-

ways. After several years campaigning a start

was made on the work in 1955 when the Great
Ouse River Board, aided by a substantial Government grant and a £1,250 contribution from the

Society, repaired the first lock at Bedford at a

total cost of over £6,000.

At the time it was hoped that the next lock

at Cardington would be repaired in the following

year but the nation-wide credit squeeze put a

sudden end to the essential Government grant.
For various reasons the affairs of the Society
then hit a dull spot and it was not until 1960 that
an
active campaign was restarted.
Fresh

approaches were madeto the authorities and new

members were once more recruited.

Also, in

conjunction with the East Anglian Waterways

Association, a memorandum was submitted to the

Inland Waterways Redevelopment Advisory Committee calling for, amongst other things, a restart

on the restoration work.
Still further progress has been made this year

when voluntary working parties, basing their
activities on what has been achieved elsewhere

on the waterways system, have literally started
to do it themselves. So far the work has been
directed at clearing up years of neglect and a

A. H. FAULKNER.

miraculous transformation has occured at (wo

locks. At Great Barford the lock chamber was
cluttered up with tons of silt and rubbish and a
solid mound had wedged against the remains of
the two bottom gates. All this has now been
removed and when the level is high enough to
allow sufficient draught overthe top cill craft can

“LONDON'S CANAL”

Herpert Spencer's long awaited history of the
Regent's Canalhas just been published by Putnam
at 30/- and canal enthusiasts will not be disappointed, for this is a magnificent book. Mr.
Spencer has dealt in detail with the vicissitudes
and difficulties encountered in the planning and
building of the canal, with all the trouble of
raising funds, the technical problems, the quarrels
and the divers personalities involved. The illustrations from old prints and modern photographs
are excellent, and include reproductions of all
the engravings by Shepherd. The maps are for
the most part disappointing. There is no modern
one at all, and those showing the canal during
building are too small for street names to be
read without a magnifying glass. This, in fact,
primarily an accountof the building of the canal,
and the twentieth century is dismissed in a page
and a half, something, I think, to be regretted.

pass completely through the lock, as there is now
no change of level at this point.

Further downstream at Roxton a minor forest
has been cleared from the lock island and the
two bottom gates, which were quite rotten, have
been hauled out.
A considerable amount of

vegetation growing actually in the lock has been

cut down as well. Unfortunately the Society was
too late to prevent the roots of the trees and

bushes doing major damage fo the brickwork

on one side of the lock island, where the whole
wall has moved outwards. However their efforts
have been in time to save the brickwork in the
lock chamber itself, and much of this is in fairly
good condition. It is at this lock that the Society

hopes to be allowed to start actual restoration
work next year if the River Board allow.

EDITOR.
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Comfort, in its normal sense, was not to be

WATERBOURNE MORRIS
DANCERS

expected in these cramped conditions, but such

was the effect of the country air on bodies

our audiences, are as old as England

normally confined to offices, lecture rooms and
laboratories that after the first night our sleep
was serene and undisturbed.
The first night itself is better unremembered.

Every summer a dozen or so of us meet to-

leisurely northwards towards the bottom lock at

E

CALL

ourselves The Ancient Men; the

origin of our title is obscure but rather less

so than that of the dances we perform, which as
we tell
herself.

We spent our first day, a Sunday, travelling

Stoke Bruerne—a level broken only by two
shallow locks, which gave us the opportunity to

gether for a week to tour a selected area of

countryside stopping off to give a show wherever

we can find an audience and passing round the

savour to the full the remarkable quality of canal

generations of morris men.

the Heather Bell.

travel and to master some of the peculiarities of

hat for beer money, in the manner of many past

On Monday morning we locked through Stoke

We sleep end travel fairly primitevly; normally,
tents and bicycles serve us well but we are always
prepared to consider newideas, so when someone

Bruerne flight in fifty minutes, steered slowly

through Blisworth tunnel and tied up near the

road bridge by the wharf. From this point on,

suggested hiring a coal boat as mobile camp,
there were only a few mild objections and prepar-

the problems of navigation took second place,

for the essential business of the week was in hand.

ations went ahead.
The chosen locale was a stretch of the Grand
Union Canal, North of Leighton Buzzard, within

With fifty-four villages to visit, a strict time-table

was necessary, and from Monday to Friday cach

reach of many attractive villages, and our craft

day had a common pattern.

seemed prepared (o entrust her to such novices
as ourselves. Had the difficulties of long-boat
navigation been exaggerated? We were to find
out within the first hour aboard.
It was a wonderful moment on that July day

all the beds to one end of the hold and bring the
bicycles aboard for stacking at the other, for these
necessarily had to remain ashore overnight. The

The first task in the day's routine was to move

was the narrow boat Heather Bell, whose owners

central space was thus left clear for cooking and
cating breakfast and for the various chores which
preceded the day's touring, Handling the bikes
took time, and it was only by the third morning
that a technique was perfected for this operation.

when we first chugged along the shady cut at à

steady 4 m.p.h. looking over the hedges at the
A starting-up of the big diesel
sunny field:

2-cylinder engine had been demonstrated by the

While this was going on, other members of the

party fetched milk from a neighbouring farm,

proprictor's young son, who had also navigated
down to the first lock, handling the tiller with a
Skill «that inspired confidence. But within a

replenished the water tanks and attended to the

routine maintenance of the engine, so that our

matter of minutes ofhis leaving us, we discovered

departure could take place within an hour of
rising, in time to reach the first
village on the
day's programme by eleven o’clock.

wind despite the combined force of the skipper
and his mate—who soon developed bruised hips
in the process—she simply refused to deviate from

of activity cecured.

there was more to steering a narrow boat than
just moving the tiller. The Heather Bell, it
seemed, was unpredictable. Sometimes in a cross

Between eight-thirty and eleven a great deal

The morning ablutions as

well as breakfast, took pl:

“on the move.” The

washing-up had fo be done, (on two occasions this
happened while passing through Blisworth tunnel)

a dead straight course and just “took to the
ani
Much could be written of poling, pushing,

shoes cleaned, shirts and socks washed, the deck

swept out, (or sometimes not) and the traditional
morris-dancer’s costume of white shirt and
flannels, coloured ribbons and bell-pads donned,

rocking the boat and hauling on ropes—but all
this will be familiar to anyone who has travelled
by canal, and we like to think our own inex-

ready for the first show.
At a convenient point by a road bridge a tem-

perience was not to blame all the time.

The fifteen of us filled the boat, with no room
to spare after each bed space had been allocated

porary halt would be made to drop thc dancing
party with their bicycles, and a crew of three or

boat” side and top cloths offered protection
against bad weather and incidentally formed an
effective barrier to ventilation until someone
devised an ingenious system of props to prevent

chosen for the night's mooring, meeting the others
some time later for lunchin a roadside café.
The afternoons were kept free for relaxation

in the hold, Above our heads genuine “ working

four would then take the boat on to the place

and shopping, which invariably included negotiations with the local cobbler for urgent shoe
repairs, (a morris man can dance through a pair

our asphyxiation.

The cabin served as storage
space, its faded roses and castles giving a reminder
of previous ownership.

of new soles in three days.)
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Dancing

would

start

again

after

tea

ofthe countryside by a wholly delightful method,
in harmony with the spirit of our dancing.

and

continue until nine, with half-hour shows in each

scheduled village, followed by a sandwich supper

It would have been pleasant to make use of

at the canal-side inn where the boat had been

the old village wharves for mooring and off-loading,
but all too often these were silted up and we

moored for the night.

were forced to moorin less convenient positions.

Our journey along the canal took us as far as
Buckby locks where we turned the boat under the
expert guidance of the lock-keeper.

It was good, however, to find so many of the
canal-side inns still continuing their trade, and
here we were invariably given a genuinely warm
welcome. “At more than one inn the landlord
offered usthe usc of a room in which to eat our
evening meal and afterwards to make music for

By midweek, sunshine had given way to rain,

but only very occasionally were the storms persis
tent enough to affect our programme, and when

they did, a kindly landlord would usually place

our own enjoyment.

his public bar at our disposal and dancing would

continue, inside.

The morris-dancer, like the canal-man, has a
high regard for tradition. Home-made music and

Thus, whether on or under

water, there was little pause in our activity.

dancing, we are told were once an integral part

As a practical experiment, the narrow boat was
voted a success. It provided a convenient means
of transporting ourselves and our paraphernalia,
and it reduced cycling distances to a minimum
while enabling us to cover a considerable arca

of canal life.

With this in our minds, who can

doubt that we found our first waterborne tour

an unusually satisfying experience, which we hope

to repeat another year.

GJH.

WOKING RALLY

be it painting or sculpture, in the hope that an

The Rally will be held at Easter 1962 on the
Woking pound of the Basingstoke Canal. It will

exhibition of such works may be incorporated in
the Rally. In the wayof sports, of course, canoe

start on Good Friday with boats ascending, in
convoy, the flight of six Woodham Locks, operations commencing at 10 am. on that day and

races will be held and handling techniques demonstrated; the Basingstoke Canal is one of the

even the latest comers will be at the Rally site in

we may even have water-borne music; the locks

continuing carly on Saturday.

popular canoeing waters in the South. Perhaps

It is hoped that

Woking by midday Saturday.

may be too small to accommodate the American

barge, but
Wind Symphony Orchestra’s special
they aré navigable for, say a goodly sized brass

At this early stage, of course, the programme
is far from being complete, but it is hoped that
there will be a review of craft, with illuminations,

band! A barbecue will be held if a suitable site
is available.

probably on Saturday night; a Rally cruise on
Sunday morning will be followed by water sports

At the present time craft of 30ft. length and

up to 2ft. 6in. draught can navigate the canal; if

and the opening of craft to the public on Sunday

afternoon.

a winding hole can be cleared, of course narrow

As the Easter holiday is so short a

boats with the above mentioned beam should also

Rally Dinner would be difficult to acccommodate,
and it is likely that there will be a break with

be able to attend.

With this in view, therefore,

the Canal Management has agreedto the organi.

tradition and a Rally Luncheon—probably on

sation of working parties operating under the

Sunday—organised instead. Monday will sce the
dispersal of boats.

supervision of Canal staff, The date for the first
of these is January 14th., volunteers to meet at

10.30 a.m. in Woking at Monument Bridge. Dr.

Glaister is the Rally Chairman and Mr. David
Harman the Secretary; for the present all enquiries

Whilst the Rally is only in its very early stages

50 far as planning is concerned, large numbers of
ideas to make the event a huge success are already

re working parties

should be addressed fo the

latter. Mr. David Cooper is to be the Harbour
Master, and it would be usefulif all who propose

For example, Mrs. Marshall, the
flowing in.
General Manager, has already offered a barge

attending the Rally would write to him at 8,
Chatsworth Road, W.8., so that, at this stage,
a rough idea of the minimum number that can

plus horse to provide passenger trips on the

pound and the Canal Bailifís, interested in en-

couraging the event, have offered a cup for the

be expected may be formed.

best expression of waterways in artistic form.
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NEW MEMBERS

We welcome the following who, having joined the Inland Waterways Association and residing
in the Branch area, are automatically made members of the London and Home Counties Branch for
one year. We sincerely ⑧ hope that at the end of their first year they will think it worthwhile to pay the
Branch annual subscription of 5 in order to continue their Branch membership. Please note this

amount is payable at Head Office. The number of Branch memberships which lapse at the end of the
T is considerable. We feel sure that many of these are accidental and result from the Branch
subscription having been overlooked.

first

BARRATI, Miss E. Dorean, 53, Deansway, London,
TRBY, G. T Esq, Bastry, Hill View Road, Claygate,

Usher,” Surrey
#DOUGLAS, Malcolm Charles, 47, Kings Avenue,
⑧
Bromley,’ Kent.
William Benthall, The Gate
ARMSTRONG,
House, Pitheott, Aylesbury.
9, Buttermarket,
KING, “Harold Ernest, El
Thame, Oxon.
FRY, Christopher, 37, Blomfield Road, London,
Y
GIBSON, Michael A., 48, Welsey Crescent, Morden,
Surrey,
HEADFORD, Kenneth Eric Clive, 90, Kelmscott
Road, London, S.W.11.
LEAKE, Bertram Richard, 171, Croydon Road,
Cat rham. Surroy.
*PENWARDE , Frederick A, Golf View, Sparc
penny Lan, Eynsford, Kent.
NEW RIVER CRUISER CLUB, 21, Leopold Road,

Fast Finchley, London, N.
С.’ с/о Barclay {Bank Ltd, Chertsey
READ, Mrs.
à, Woking, Sur
(, Esa, 9, Westman Road, ①
I.
POYNTER,
Island.
Norwood High Street, West
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APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP FORM

To The Secretary,
4, Emerald Street, Lodon, W.C.1.
DATE

19

T/We apply -for Membership of The Inland

Waterways Association Ltd.

I/We enclose Cheque/Banker's Order/Postal
Order to cover the Subscription of £2 2s. (two
guineas) for Full Membership or 7s. 6d. (seven
shillings and sixpence) for junior Membership
(for persons under 18).
I understand that this subscription will be
refunded if this application is not accepted.
*NAME IN FULL
(capital letters: state Title, Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

PERMANENT ADDRESS (for record purposes)

DATE OF BIRTH(for Junior Applicants only)

USUAL SIGNATURE .....
。
*OFFICE (for Corporate Applicants only)

*NOTE. In the case of applications for Corporate
should be printed in the first space above, and
Memborship the name of the corporate body
should be printed in the first space above, and
the individual making the application should.
after signature state his or her official position
as representative of the applying bod;

FROM THE EDITOR'S CABIN

Unfriendly voices have sometimes been heard to
say the Branch is too socially minded. and that
there are too many social events. I sometimes
wonder if we are social enough. Judging by
the leakage of lapsed members, something is
wrong.
Each issue of “The Windlass ” containslists of
new members; do we always make a point of
spotting the new members at meetings, and on
outings, and saying a few words to them? Introducing ourselves, and generally making them feel
at home? Or do we stick to our own particular
friends, and never look round to see the shy
stranger miserably lighting another cigarette for
something to do, and probably thinking, “They
have interesting events, but I wish someone would
speak to me.” You may say, why don't they
speak themselves; it is not always so easy. unless
oneis blessed with a great deal of self confidence.

CANAL DUKE
HUGH MALET

Here is an idea. Look at the list of new
members in each issue of “ The Windlass;” see if
anyone is living in your arca, and drop them a
line: if you want an opening gambit. try asking
if they are going to the next event, andgive some
means by which you can be identified. Let's try
to make new members feel really welcome, and
stop this truly shocking leakage. Whatever may
be the reasons for people resigning from the
Branch or allowing their subscriptions to lapse,
let us try to make sure an apathetic welcome is

Here is the story of the Duke of

Bridgewater and the waterways to

which he devoted so much ofhis life

—and all his money. Tt is the story
of his engagement to the beautiful

Elizabeth Gunning, of his obsession

with canals following a visit to the
Languedoc Canal in France. CANAL
Duke also introduces the great

not one of them.

James Brindley (and his old mare),

THE EDITOR REGRETS . ‥

and John Gilbert, the Duke's agent,

whom Hugh Malet shows to have
been the real chief engineer of the

That her name and address were omittedfrom
the last issue, and would liketo thank the other
committee members for their kindness in forwarding on mail.
Roy Mack's name was also omitted from the
list of Committee Members, for which apologies
and regrets are now offered.

famous Bridgewater Canal.

“This is a wholly admirable little book . .
an important contribution to our industrial history”.—Birmingham Post

SO YOU CAN WRITE!

fully illustrated. 21s net

My appealin the last issue resulted in asplendid

from your bookseller

crop of manuscripts!
Many thanks to you all.
This does not mean you can now sit back and
rest on your laurels, to coin a cliche. This is

DAVID & CHARLES

vour magazine, and suggestions are always wel-

LTD.

come concerning the type of article you want to

distributed by

appear in it. Better still, write me an article on

PHOENIX HOUSE LTD

what you want to see in it!

Prize of a Book

Token for 10/- is offered for the best suggestion;

the Editor's decision will be final, and let me hear
from you before the end of December. A very

10-13 Bedford Street London W.C.2

Merry Christmas to you all!
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NOTICE BOARD
(AND DEPARTMENT OF ODD BITS AND PIECES CONDUCTED BY THE EDITOR)
WINTER MEETINGS. Bythe time this reaches you the first meeting will have been held. Others
Fuller
are scheduled for January, date still awaiting confirmation, February 8th and March 8th.
details of these will be sent out with “The Windlass” in a neat format all ready to be slipped into

your diaries. This is to enable fuller details to be given than is possible with our printing arrangements.

Advance notice will continue to appear in this column but full details not always known at the time of

going to press will be on the newsheet.

MIDLAND BRANCH. The subscription for this Branch has now been increased to 6/6.
NEXT YEAR'S RALLY. It has now been confirmed that this will be held at Stourbridge, and that
it will be organized jointly bythe Midland Branch and the Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal Society.

EEL STORY. Some of you must have wondered about the odd paragraph on the bottom of

THAT

page 251 of the October issue. For the benefit of the curious, here is the “Eel Story.” Some time ago
I read, in a book otherwise unconnected with canals, that when the Thames became too polluted in it's

lower renches for eels to return to the upper reaches, they came instead up the Thames and Severn

Canal. Evenafter this canal had become dry they could still be seen, on wet nights, wriggling their way
along the canal bed, on their strange and tortuous route to the upper reaches of the Thames, This struck

me as curious, and I wondered if anyone could vouchfor the accuracy of this “fishy tale.?”
SKULL-SINKERY? During the Branch walk along the Basingstoke Canal last March, it was. noted
that a load of ox skulls had been dumped in the canal at one of the Pirbright locks. The person
responsible for this has been found and prosecuted (according to the “ Woking News and Mail” a fine

was imposed).
THE

UPTURNED

BOAT.

The cover picture on our June issue, of the two old “salts and their

upturned boat has aroused much interest. Our correspondent Christopher Rudd writes that he was

reminded of this picture when reading of the old method of dealing with smugglers caught with
contraband. Their boats were cut in half, and many of them treated their misfortune as “an ill wind”

and promptly upturned themto live in. Many of these dwelling could be seen along the coast during

the last century. On looking closer at the picture, however, Mr. Rudd hesitates to cast aspersions at the
two old salts, for the end facing the camera might well be the transom, and not a scction of the boat

at all.

OFF BALANCE. Mr. Graham A. Hare sends the following comment on his recent cruise through
the Regent's Canal and River Lee. “Old railwayrails do not make suitable balance beams. The bottom
gates of locks on the Lee do not have balance beams (there is not enough room). British Waterways
fabricated a kind of lever from old railway raiis and bolt these to the gates. A simple pulley arrangement

it is possible to open the gates by direct pull on a rope or chain

would give adequate purchase since
attached to the mitre post.

The new electrically operated lock at Tottenham is splendid, a forerunner

1 hope of many more in this country.”
“SING ME YOUR SONG, O!” The article on another page prompts the thought, are there any
traditional canal songs? One reads that the boat people enjoyed a good sing to the accompaniment
of the accordion, but can any reader find some information as to what they sing? Britain is singularly
rich in folk music; there are songs of sailors, soldiers, gypsies, plough-boys, milk-maids, miners, cobblers,
and so on.

SPEAKERS

TO

THE

FORE.

You have already demonstrated that you can write, by the number

of interesting contributions to this issue. Now let's see what you can do vocally. Get out your elocution
books, throat sprays, cough lozenges, and best platform manner, and read the next paragraph carefully.
1 have already said something on the subject of publicity; here is an excellent way in which our cause
can be furthered.

waterways;

It is vitally important to get more people interested in, and knowledgable about our

the demand for information is there; it is un to every member of the Branch to do their

part in secing that the demand does not cease because the questions remain unanswered.

Speakers are required by the following
Southgate Young Conservatives …

Tuesday, 12th December, 80 p.m.
Thursday, 11th January, ?
Ë
Heston & Hounslow Young Conscrva ves .
Tuesday, 30th” January, Evening.
1.
Brockham Green W.I. .....
Wednesday, 7th February, 3.30 p.m.
St. Michaels W.L, Tenterden .
Monday, Sth March, 7.30 p.m.
⑨
⑧
Rotary Club of Hatfield ..
Monday, Sth March, 1.00 p.m,
Din.
Hayes (Kent) Townswomen's Guild
| Wednesday, 15th August, Afternoon.
-. Thursday, 6th September, 8.15 p.m.
iy
Croydon (Springpark) T. Guild ..........
If any members of the London and
The above list has been prepared bythe General Office.
Home Counties Branch wish to speak at any of the above occasions the Branch Secretary will make
arrangement accordingly.
Little Warley & Childerditch W
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A

GENEROUS

GIFT.

Our member Mr. E. Pull has most

donated to the Branch an
‘Adana Octavo Flatbed printing press, together withseveral fountsgencrously
of type. The Chairman and Committee

would like to take this opportunity of thanking Mr. Pull for his kindness; this is a
most useful gift,

and a very generous one.

“2. THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT."

The following story was related to one of

our members by a lock keeper during the Regent's Canal trip recently.

lock keeper was woken
in the middle of the night by a great sound like an acroplane, coming This
nearer and nearer. When at

last it seemed to come from the canal itself, below his house.

heard a crash, and rushing out saw
a canal tug smashed into the gates, smoking and hissing loudly. HeAlthough
not an engineer and after
pulling and pushing all ikely leavers and knobs, including the one for the horn,
he finally managed to
stop the engine and save the lock. The tug had apparently been stolen some hours
before and had

been left with no one aboard to go full speed into the tunnel, bumping and steering itself through
until it was stopped by the lock gate. The damaged handrail
canstill be seen.

OVERHEARD. On the passenger boat, horse drawn, at Aylesbury, last August; said one smart young
lady to her friend: “Oh, I'm sure they are ever so nice,” as we passed the splendid group of narrow
boats, “But T dont

know as how I'd like to live on onc. I never could stand horses.”
SALES DEPARTMENT
COVER PICTURE. The cover picture of this issue has been kindly lent by Mr. A. H. Faulkner
of
the Great Ouse Restoration Society. Many Thanks!
Last issue's cover picture was taken by the

Editor, and anyone wanting prints please apply with postal order for 1/3 to cover cost and postage of
Any comments about vanitv will be treated with the contempt
they deserve!
BACK NUMBERS of “The Windlass" available from the Secretary, price 1/-, postage 24. Binding
casesalso

approximately postcard size print.

available at 8/-, 9/3 including postage.

AYLESBURY SOUVENIR PAPER
Copies are still available of the special souvenir picture edition of the “Evening
News o
produced for the

Aylesbury Rally. Price Sid. postage included. Apply to the Secretary.
GRACIOUS LIVING

“As to what menu we can lay before our guests should any come aboard by invitation,
the following bill of fare prepared for my mate on the Llangollen
Cruise will give a good idea.

Boiled Fresh Salmon, Sauce Piquante, Sliced Cucumber, Asparagus with melted
butter, New
Potatoes, Charlotte Russe, Trifle, Strawberries and Cream, Gruyere Cheese, Biscuits
and Butter, Coffee.”
(The

author had previously described, in some detail, his cooking equipment, which appeared to consist
of a single primus, various cooking utensils, and a genius
of a mate!)

“Tt will be understood that the above menu provided a very welcome change from
our usual cold
chicken or hot chop.” (A whole chapter is devoted to the process of washing
up—little wonder too—

and an early paragraph deserves quoting.)

“The three main drawbacks on a boat are all negative,
and are: First, there is not an unlimited
hot water supply under pressure; second, there is not an unlimited supply
of tea towels; third, there is
no

knife polishing machine on board. Against these we can set the fact that there

is an unlimited supply
of cold, soft water, an all embracing garbage pail in the shape of the canal or
river, and no sink to be

kept clean nor taps to be polished.”

(Such details as the difficulty of thoroughly cleaning fluted

cups, the use of “Vim” for
Cleaning frying pans, and the number of changes of water necessarychina
to obtain thoroughly clean dishes
are fully described, indeed, with

great gusto. Actual cruising details tend to recede into the background.
This was one voyage on which the kitchen sink was
taken.)
TIPPING
The item for what one may term “tips ” is not a serious one to be faced, but it
does count as a
legitimate

expense. Lock-keepers especially that render valuable assistance; friendly bargees

who do
likewise; tenants of land you may wish to moor to, “et hoc genus omne” all
need a little offering for
services rendered. I have found that a box of good cigars is on the whole
a cheap and acceptable
provider of “ pourboires” for “services rendered,” though on occasion,
some small coin of the realm
must be civen in lieu of, or together with, the “ smoke.”
From “ Canals, Cruises. and Contentment,” by Austin E. Neal.
TAIL PIECE

Ап escaped prisoncr was recently
at Aylesbury after falling into the canal. One
wonders what would have happened if thererecaptured
had been a car park there instead?
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The Wyvern Shipping |/
Co. Ltd.
|
LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS.
(on the Grand

J. Tims & Sons Ltd.
STAINES, MIDDLESEX
"Phone:

\

Union Canal)

Phone: Leighton Buzzard 2355

STAINES 52093

\

The Hire Cruiser Fleet consists of:—

À Spacious narrow-boat conversions
4-10 Berth.
% Modern cruisers 2-6 Berth

À Camping boats for up to 12 persons
DAY AND EVENING TRIPS
MOORINGS
SERVICES

|

CABIN CRUISERS AND SELF-DRIVE

|
|

LAUNCHES

\

|
|

Working Narrow Boats For Sale
at Reasonable Prices

Entrance from Chertsey Lane

Do-it-Yourself Slipway

|

BRAUNSTOBOAT
N
DOCK

> inch
Tu
Proof

|
Nr. RUGBY
| Tel.: Braunston 216

CARRYING COMPANY

Largest independant traders on the waterways
facilities for pleasure boat owners:

|
|
\

US

Conversions,

Also suppliers of traditionally painted canal
ware.
\

No springs or intricate parts
to fail
Send SAE. for leaflet,
Only 25/. per pair
galvanised inalleable iron
Simple to fiL.—From your local

GET YOUR
CANAL BOOKS FROM

between London and the Midlands, also offer
Engine Installations,
Electrical Work.

ROWLOCKS|

boat chandler or send 27/5 to:
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
189 Whitchurch ュ

THE WILLOW WREN CANAL

Docking,

Insist on PATENT > ——

NEWLOCK

Yard: BRAUNSTON, NORTHANTS.
Main Office: DURHAM WHARF,
BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX.
Tel.: ISLeworth, 7282.

|

ALL NEW BOOKS

|

|

|

The strong, reliable, folding
rowlock that ships” with a
flick of the hand!
Cannot be pilfered, lost, or ac:
cidentally nushipped.” Stays folded
whenboat Is inverted on car rack.

[ana Two Dry Docks available for Immediate

Repairs

HIRE

Oil Service and Calor Gas, etc.

"SAMUEL BARLOW COAL CO. \
LTD.
|

FOR

Moorings, Storage, River Bank Petrol
and

Brochure free

)

|

EN

OBTAINABLE TO ORDER
\
PETER EATON & |
80, Holland Park Avenue, London, W.I1. |

|

|
|

Spee
WHY YOU SHOULD BOOK AN

AYLESBURY BOAT!

Aylesbury

À

Boat ..
Company

%

ン

of

No cruiser in service moré than two
R
years old.

Most craft fitted hot showers and
Electrolux refrigerators.

À Startand finish at Aylesbury or try a

—опе way cruise to Oxford, Coventry or

ー

Market Harborough.

YACHT BROKING:

MOORINGS: From2d. per foot per week.

— Over 20 craft on view in the Basin.

Pleasé send 6d. for illustrated brochure to

::

ー①④ CANAL BASIN

AYLESBURY (2209), BUCKS.

PORTABLE BOATS LIMITED.
CANOE and FOLDING BOAT SPECIALISTS
Sole U.K. Agents for

. .

KLEPPER

FOLDING

CANOES

and the sensational

KLEPPER MASTER DINGHY
all-in-one a fast Speedboat, Sailing Dinghy or Runabout.
Unsinkable and yet packs inside the car !
Full range of prefabricated canoe kits and all materials

The KLEPPER “ MASTER ” and most canoes are freely available in Twickenham
demonstration by appointment.

Delivery from stock.

Deferred payments.

10% deposit and only 8%, on balance.

Folding canoes hired for use anywhere, home or abroad.

(POPesgrove 8979)
18, BEAUCHAMP ROAD, TWICKENHAM, MIDDX.
Authorities.
Municipal
and
Force
Air
Royal
Office,
War
Admiralty,
the
Suppliers to
StandUR-9—Ist—FloorSee-us-attheBoat-Show.—
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